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floor is muddy, but in this case not
too goopy. Smalls pools of water
were encountered along the main
passage. Farther into the cave, we
saw catfish about 15 centimeters
long. The main passage eventually
seemed to end, but Chris found a
way past a tight keyhole we named
the Lock and Dam, before the cave
eventually pinched down. A side
lead before the Lock and Dam
opens up and leads to another en-
trance. This is a pit, and Chris
climbed out and could see the field
we had crossed to get to the cave.
But he could not tell where he was
on the hill from what he saw. When
he had climbed back down, we con-
tinued the survey. As we made our
way into the next section of cave,
there was a sudden loud crack.
Chris looked over to me and said,
“What was that?” I was sitting there
in tears, because the little cartilage
I have left in my knee had popped
out of place, the ends of the bones

in my leg had jammed together, and
then the whole mess had slid back
into place. I could hardly walk. For-
tunately, Jesús knew that just ahead
was another entrance we could get
to with essentially no crawling.
With the help of Chris and Neal, I
limped my way out of the cave and
eventually back to the truck. The
best cave rescues are self-rescues.
Afterward, Jesús said that by going
in this second entrance one could
come out of the mountain near
Poana if the water level was low.
Since we had been in the area for
over a month and had had no rain,
we were excited by the prospect of
finally finding a long cave, so a re-
turn trip was planned the next day.

Two survey teams were set up,
one to survey from where I had
popped my knee to the entrance we
had used to get me out of the cave
and the second to push the cave
back into the mountain. Chris, Neal,
Phil, Vickie, Nathan, Meredith, and

Jesús made up the survey crews. I
stayed back at the field house nurs-
ing my knee. I was surprised when
everyone came back early that af-
ternoon. The rumored through-trip
to Poana was just that, a rumor. The
cave ended in an incredible mud
hole that was named the Bog of
Eternal Stench because of all the
dead things trapped in the mud
there.

As has been the case of expedi-
tions to Tabasco in the past,

many caves were explored and
mapped, but many other new caves
were discovered. Despite seven
weeks of almost continuous caving
(one day near the end of January,
Phil made the comment that he
needed a day of rest from caving—
something I never thought that I
would hear from him), I still have a
long list of caves located, but not yet
mapped. This year’s expedition
added more new caves to that list
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